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“He who bets on governments and 

government money bets against 6000 years 

of recorded history”  

– Charles De Gaulle – 
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THE MARKETS ARE READY…  

FOR SOME ST WEAKNESS 
  

 

his week it's been all about Janet 

Yellen, the Fed's head, and the U.K. 

Brexit referendum vote on 

Thursday.  They've been the main force in 

the markets. 

 

Gold, silver, gold shares, crude and bonds 

fell yesterday while the dollar index rose 

because the markets are leaning on a "stay" 

win.  We'll soon see on Thursday but this 

close call has been tense. 

 

The British Pound has been bouncing up 

all week from its lows on a stay win. The 

euro is neutral to bullish while the ECB 

stands ready to act to the Brexit result, 

with all tools if necessary.  The stock 

market also inched up. 

 

Yellen was cautious when the Fed left 

interest rates unchanged last week.  Her 

enthusiasm at the start of the year went 

down several notches.   

 

Gold rose above $1300 intraday after 

Yellen's speech, but it failed to close above 

this key resistance level and it's now 

declining from that high.  Like gold, HUI 

also shot up above its resistance at 233.46 

on a close. However, it failed to confirm 

by closing on a second consecutive day 

above the resistance level.  

 

In other words, lack of follow through 

exposed weakness in gold shares that our 

indicators had been showing!  

 

The Chart Below shows gold, gold shares 

(the HUI) and silver all resisting at key ST 

levels.  That is, the highs of April-May are 

a growing resistance level for this year's 

rise. 

 

Note gold resisting at $1300 which is also 

the high area in January 2015.  

Interestingly, gold in euros is now similar 

because it too is resisting at the same 

highs.  And silver is still clearly below its 

highs. 

 

This means if gold, HUI and silver now 

stay below their highs and decline below 

their 15 wk MAs, the downward 

corrections will clearly be underway.   

 

We'll be watching like a hawk and will be 

buying key shares at the lower levels.  

We're looking at several key stocks to buy 

on weakness, including gold shares, like 

AEM as shown in the chart section below, 

more gold and silver, as well as crude and 

energy shares.  

 

Silver is holding up well.  It's bullish and 

it's strong above $16. 

 

Crude oil jumped up on Monday on 

concerns of supply disruptions in Nigeria, 

and a considerable decline in U.S. oil 

inventories. However, crude continues to 

resist below the $51.50, as its bearish 

upside wedge continues to develop. 

 

We'll keep our put spread and SCO (ETF 

that rises when oil declines).  Likewise for 

the stock market which is why we’re 

keeping SDS (ETF that rises when the 

S&P 500 declines). 

T 
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This is why we have an interesting 

rundown on the front page today.  Note 

that it's not only the metals that are 

resisting, the upside looks limited for the 

stock market, crude oil and copper.  We 

could even see some ST weakness in the 

bond market. 

 

First you can see deflationary-recessionary 

pressures strengthened. It took over the 

markets about a year ago. The dashed 

vertical line in May of last year shows 

when it started. 

 

When the stock market peaked at that time, 

it preceded a sharp fall in crude oil and the 

copper price.  They all fell for the rest of 

2015.  It was this year 2016 when many 

felt the oil influence over the stock market 

more when both rose together.   

 

With crude's rise now resisting below 

$51.50, while the stock market is losing 

this year's luster, we think it's just a matter 

of time before both fall, and probably 

together.  Copper stopped rising but it's 

drifting by staying below the red 

downtrend.   

 

Interestingly, the bond market took off this 

year as the recessionary wave was being 

felt in the U.S. and around the world.  But 

the rise is overdone, and both bonds and 

gold could decline together in a ST 

correction. 

 

This implies that Britain will stay in the 

EU.  We'll soon see.  

 

And if the stock market and gold both 

decline, we'll then likely see gold shares 

fall sharper, and perhaps HUI will  have a 

chance to form the right shoulder of a head 

and shoulders bottom formation.   
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Our strategy for this week is similar to last 

week's.  Continue to watch the resistance 

levels on the metals, gold shares and 

S&P500. It feels like the corrections are 

getting closer.  Keep an eye on the 15 

week MAs.  Both are still key for the next 

ST trend direction. If our open orders are 

triggered, buy more unless you have all 

your position set.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best wishes and good trading, 
 
 

 
 

Omar Ayales  

Chief Trading Strategist 

GCRU 
www.goldchartsrus.net 

A division of Aden Research Group 
 

  

http://www.goldchartsrus.net/
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Long 1260 (Mar-4 & 7 - 16) (GLD: 121), 1208 (May-31-16) (GLD: 115.50)

2dc below 1165 (GLD: 112) 

Profit Targets 1400 & 1500 (GLD: 133 & 143).

New Long 

Recom

Gold's attempt to break above the top side of the 4+ mo sideways band failed this past 

week despite Yellen's cautious tone in her speech.  Spinner seems to be rolling over 

showing momentum may have peaked ST. However, keep in mind gold is still very 

bullish MT-LT and will remain bullish if it holds above the Dec uptrend at 1220. 

Moreover, the bottom side of the 4+ sideways band near 1200 is also strong support. 

This support could end up converging with a rising 65wk MA in the weeks to come 

(currently at 1185). Gold's support at the 65wk MA is rock solid. The chart above 

shows a decline to 1200 is likely given that gold resisted at the 1300 level. Moreover, a 

decline to those levels would present a great buying opportunity. Our strategy will 

remain the same. Keep your gold and buy on weakness. Get ready to buy again at 

those levels if you're adding to your position or buying for the first time.

Keep your positions.   Buy more near 1200.

GOLD AUGUST 2016 (GCQ16)   6/21/2016  CLOSE = 1272.5
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Long at: 15.95 (May-31-16) (SLV: 15.25).

Stop 2dc below 15.75 (SLV: 2dc below 15) (adj).

Profit Target 18 & 20.50 (adj).

New Recom: Keep your positions. Buy again near 16.

Silver continued its bullish rise. It reached the May closing high but lacked the 

strength to break above resistance. Silver remains very bullish above its Jun 

uptrend near 17.25 and it has solid support at the Jan uptrend near 16. If silver 

remains bullish and rises above 18 on a 2dc, it'll be off to the races and could 

then climb to the top side of the funnel near 20. However, it's very likely we'll 

see silver pull back before rising above its resistance. Notice Spinner rolling 

over at an extreme overbought level. This tells us momentum may have reached 

a ST high and some consolidation or weakness could be expected in the weeks 

ahead. As with gold, we recommend keeping your silver and taking advantage 

of weakness to increase your position or buy new ones. Silver at or near 16 

would pose a great buying opportunity.

SILVER JULY 2016 (SIN16)  6/21/2016 CLOSE= 17.319
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New Recom Stay out.

The U.S. dollar index remains within a weakening pattern. It continues to decline in 

a clear downtrend since Jan and it's failed consistently to break above key resistance 

levels, the first key level being near 96. Moreover, Spinner continues to trend 

downwards showing sliding momentum. Remember, although the chart shows the 

dollar and Spinner since Dec 2015, Spinner's downtrend goes back all the way to 

Mar 2015. If the dollar fails to rise above the Jan downtrend once again, we could 

see it break below the May lows near 92 sooner than later. The dollar must break 

above 96 on a 2dc to show signs of renewed strength brewing. However, keep in 

mind the dollar's "make or break" resistance level is near 101. The weaker dollar 

will continue to give gold, silver, the precious metals and commodities an upward 

boost.

U.S. DOLLAR INDEX SEPTEMBER 2016 (DXU16) 6/21/2016                                  

CLOSE= 94.061
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Recom:

Crude continued its decline after breaking below a bearish downside wedge 

two weeks ago.  Spinner weakness shows lackluster momentum will continue 

to fuel the decline. Crude remains bearish by staying below 51.50. We 

recommend keeping your put spread and position in SCO for now as 

downside pressure remains strong and a decline to the Jan uptrend near 44 is 

still likely.

LIGHT CRUDE OIL AUGUST 2015 (CLQ16) 6/21/2016                               

CLOSE= 49.85

Keep your positions.

Put Spread Nov 2016 33/30 Bear Put Spread at $600 (Mar-30-16).
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Inflation picking up? Copper held at a key support level above 2 and bounced up 

above the Apr downtrend showing signs of strength. Spinner seems to be turning 

the corner ST. It's peeking above zero showing momentum shifting to the upside. 

If copper can now stay above 2.10, it'll likely rise to the Sept downtrend near 2.25. 

Keep in mind, copper must break above this level to see signs of a trend reversal. 

On the downside, if copper fails to break ST resistance, it'll remain sluggish and 

downside pressure would likely resume. Deflationary forces could then re-emerge 

putting downside pressure on interest rates and the dollar.

 COPPER JULY 2016 (HGN16)  6/21/2016   CLOSE= 2.116
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom: Keep your positions. 

SDS continues to chug upward while Spinner shows growing momentum since May. 

However, the stock market is showing resilience by holding near the highs. The S&P 

500 must break below 2042 to see a steeper downward correction that could boost SDS. 

SDS's initial target and resistance is at the Mar/May downtrend near 19.25. A clear break 

above this level on a 2dc would show renewed strength that could push SDS to our first 

target. Keep your positions for now. Don’t sell unless the S&P 500 rises to new all-time 

highs above 2130.

PROSHARES ULTRASHORT S&P500 (SDS) 6/21/2016  CLOSE= 18.11 

ProShares UltraShort S&P500 (SDS)-NYSEArca

18.90 (May-4-16), 18.55 (May-11-16), 18.85 (May-18-16), 18 (Jun-2-16), 

18.30 (Jun-15).

Sell if S&P 500 rises above 2130 on a 2dc.
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Long at:

Stop:

Profit Target:

New Recom: Keep your positions. Sell half at first profit target.

SCO rose with strength above its bullish downside wedge with upside target near 120. 

Spinner confirming strength as it remains within a bullish uptrend since May. SCO 

pulled back yesterday on news that was bullish for crude. However, the trend remains in 

SCO's favor and we recommend keeping your position as long as crude stays below 

51.50. The equivalent level on SCO would be 74 (our stop loss).

ProShares UltraShort Bloomberg Crude Oil (SCO) 6/21/2016                    

CLOSE= 79.38 

ProShares UltraShort Bloomberg Crude Oil (SCO)-NYSEArca

82 (Jun-2-16), 74.50 (Jun-8-16).

2dc below 74 
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New Recom: 

AEM continued to form a toppy pattern near its recent highs showing weakness. It 

broke below a bearish upside wedge with a downside target near 45 while Spinner 

shows momentum shifting towards the downside by breaking below its MT MA. We 

recommend taking advantage of weakness and buying some AEM near 45. If AEM 

declines further to its support near 35, we recommend buying more.

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited (AEM) - Nyse

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited (AEM) 6/21/2016 CLOSE= 49.64

Buy some at 45. Buy more below 40. Place stops at 2dc below 35. 

Profit targets at 60 & 72.
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Symbol Trade Update &/or Current Position

Status 

(L=Long, S= 

Short, O= Out           

P= Put         

C= Call)

Initial Entry 

Date

Initial Entry 

Price

Traders re-bot/ 

-sold at

Last 

Closing 

Price

Stops Target #1 Target #2

AEM
Buy some at 45. Buy more below 40. Place stops at 2dc 

below 35. Profit targets at 60 & 72.
O 49.64 2dc below 35 60.00 72.00

SCO Keep your positions. Sell half at first profit target. L June-2-16 82.00 74.50 79.38 2dc below 74 100.00 120.00

SDS Keep your positions. L May-4-16 18.90
18.55, 18.85, 

18, 18.35
18.11

S&P 500 rises 

above 2130 on 

a 2dc

21.50 23.50

Gold - 

GCQ16
Keep your positions.   Buy more near 1200. L Mar-4 & 7-16 1260.00 1208.00 1272.50

2dc below 

1165
1400.00 1500.00

Crude-                      

CLQ16
Keep your positions. P 49.85

Silver SIN16 Keep your positions. Buy again near 16. L May-31-16 15.95 17.32
2dc below 

15.75
18.00 20.50

US Dollar 

DXU16
Stay out. O 94.06

COPPER  

HGN16
Stay out. O 2.12

OPEN POSITIONS

SHARES

MARKET LEADERS
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1dc

1-day close (the share price must close 

above or below the indicated price level, 

before our recommendation is activated)

2dc 2-day close (consecutive)

bot bought

CAD$ Canadian dollar

H&S head & shoulder

LOC line on close

LT long term

MT medium term

NL neckline

PF portfolio

PO price objective

Recom recommended

RH&S reverse head & shoulder

RS relative strength

ST short term

Sym/tri symmetrical triangle

Tgt target

Unch unchanged

Vol volume

Wk week

Ystdy yesterday

C close

ABBREVIATIONS

 

 

Quoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, website address 

& subscription price are given.  

   

All charts in GCRU are daily prices.  

    

Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates for all gold shares 

in GCRU via: www.bigcharts.com. To view Canadian stks please 

use CA as prefix (ie, to view Agnico Eagle (Toronto) you must use 

CA:AEM). 

 

Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set in 

concrete. If mkts suddenly feel hot or cold to U, or dramatic news 

occurs, U can buy or sell, or stop at slightly higher or slightly lower 

prices. It also hinges on your experience level. Some people can use 

our prices as guides & know when they can take bigger risks. 

 

Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum indicator (not always 

shown on charts). Momentum indicators use the rate of change in 

price to determine predominant energy flows. Spinner trading 

signals are generated when the faster timing line crosses above or 

below the slower confirming line. Upside crosses in the lower range 

of positive territory offer the most reliable signals for longs; 

downside crosses in the top range of negative territory for shorts. 

Avoid trading against the timing line, ie, buying/selling if the timing 

line is in corrective mode (against direction of trade) unless the 

confirming line is positioning for a new 'confirming cycle'. It's 

important to always be aware of location, direction & cycling phase 

of the confirming line. Spinner signals are more effective in trending mkt's than in trading ranges where indicators 

such as Stochastics & Williams %R should be used.  

 

NOTE: payments for GCRU services should be made payable to MAP CUSTOMER SERVICE. Gold (& mkts) 

Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos at $300, 6-mos at $585, 9-mos at $855 or 12-mos 

$1,110.  

                                                                                                                            

E-mail: gcru@goldchartsrus.net 

 

 

- DISCLAIMER - 

 

Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has been 

modified. Consequently Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the completeness or 

accuracy of the information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and attachments, Gold (& mkts) Charts R 

Us cannot guarantee that messages or attachments are virus free, do not contain malicious code or are compatible with 

your electronic systems and does not accept liability in respect of viruses, malicious code or any related problems that 

you may experience. Information in Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us is for general information only & is not intended to 

be relied upon by individual readers in making specific investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should 

be obtained before making any such decisions. Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will 

make money, or accept liability for any loss suffered by readers as a result of any such decision. Futures and share 

trading involves risk and is not for all investors. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Trading 

involves risk and should be pursued with risk capital only!  
 


